The American Association of University Professors has issued a survey of 890 institutions of higher learning in this country, making their faculty pay scales. M.I.T. and twelve others were given an "A" rating, highest of any awarded this year. Harvard slipped back to an "A" rating from last year's "AA" rank with which it alone was honored. Newcomers to the high "A" category were Caltech, Wesleyan University of Connecticut, and The University of Rochester. They joined MIT, Duke, Princeton, Yale, Amherst, City College of New York, Hunter College, Queens College, and Brooklyn College.

The survey also reported the range of salaries, among others:

- Teachers of MIT among highest paid in nation; National salary increase falls off from last year
- Golfer bow in first 3 matches to Vermont, RI, Merrimack

By Ted Trubold

The Tech golf squad got off to a rather poor start this fall as they went down to defeat before teams from Rhode Island, Vermont and Merrimack. The golfers suffered three defeaters in their only home matches at the Oakley Country Club during this year's two-month fall schedule.

Rhode Island MT

The most recent match, held last Friday at Oakley, was a triangular 18-hole affair. The Tech golfers dropped a close 4-3 set to Vermont and went down 5-2 before the Rhode Island team. M.I.T.'s team finished the season with an 8-stroke overall average. Co-captain Emilio Sardi '64 was low man for the Tech in his third appearance on the golf course.
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New bubble chamber used at Brookhaven

The United States Atomic Energy Commission and Brookhaven National Laboratory have announced that the photographic nature of nuclear interactions in the 30-ton Liquid Hydrogen Bubble Chamber at Brookhaven is being studied.

The Bubble-Chamber is housed near the Brookhaven 33 billion-volt accelerator at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. It was designed to study the fundamental nature of the nuclear forces that govern the behavior of elementary particles. The Bubble-Chamber is a magnetic field that is used to study the fundamental nature of the nuclear forces that govern the behavior of elementary particles. The Bubble-Chamber is a magnetic field that is used to study the fundamental nature of the nuclear forces that govern the behavior of elementary particles.